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1. Concept
Twitter Description
An illustrated guide for visitors and locals to explore Stockholm through fika (67
characters).

Elevator pitch
There is plenty of opportunity for fika in Stockholm, and the countless articles and
blog posts available on the internet dedicated to the subject highlights this.
However, it’s common to see the same places used repeatedly, often with a brief
description of the café or bakery, and with little information as to what else might
be around and nearby. As a result, people would need to do their own research
into where they want to go for fika, particularly in terms of linking it up with other
things they might have planned to do whilst in the city. I want to offer a slightly
different take on the types of fika suggestions already available online, by
suggesting people explore Stockholm through fika more directly. To achieve this, I
would like to create an illustrated guide that points them on a fika ‘route’ through
a particular part of the city, and what to see and do whilst on that route.

The Problem Explained
Existing content on fika in Stockholm tends to reside in articles and blog posts, or
as dedicated sections of larger sites. Many are largely listings of cafes and
bakeries the author suggests the reader visit. The types of content in these sites
vary – many have little to no images (in either illustration or photography). Some
are content-heavy, with listings that give good detail into what the place is like,
but with little detail on basic information such as location details. Others have
very little detail at all, and when combined with few images, give little indication
into the atmosphere of the places featured at all.
Using Google search terms as ‘fika in *specific neighbourhood* might be helpful
for those who know where they want to go, but the top results in Google aren’t
particularly useful outside of the usual references such as Google Maps and
TripAdvisor. Sites such as Thatsup.co provide some listings for cafes and fika in
specific areas of Stockholm, but many of these listings feel incomplete, and many
have no image featured at all. These also tend to include larger, international
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chains such as Café Nero, which provide little in terms of something outwardly
‘Swedish’.

The Value Proposition
For my major project, I would like to create an illustrated guide to exploring
Stockholm through fika as Phase 1 of the project, which I hope to continue
working on after my completion of the MA (which would signify Phase 2 onwards). I
aim to provide a range of fika ‘routes’ through Stockholm, suitable for both
visitors and newcomers to the city to discover something new. I aim to combine
my credibility and personality by creating my own illustrations and written
content for the site.
Phase 1 will include creating the site’s main content. This will be articles
containing the fika ‘routes’, which are drawn from my own knowledge and
interests in the city which will provide a new, personal take on exploring
Stockholm. The routes will contain suggestions on places to have fika, as well as
points of interest and things to see and do along the way.

The Unique Selling Proposition (USP)
Fikatrail aims to fill a gap in the current market by providing a modern take on
exploring the city outside of providing simple listings on where to have fika in
Stockholm. Through its dedicated subject and subsequent tone and style, as well
as the reliance on illustration for providing visual interest and conveying
atmosphere, fikatrail will provide something new to the market.

2. Cultural & Business Context
Cultural context
Fika
‘Fika’ is a word that tries to avoid definition. However, it is culturally synonymous
with drinking coffee (or another drink of choice) alongside something sweet. It
tends to imply you are taking a break, as signified by the words ‘fikapaus’ (fikapause) and ‘fikarast’ (fika-rast). Fika is hugely important to Swedish culture, and
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an entire vocabulary has sprung up around the tradition. The word itself is
pronounced as fee-ka and is both a verb and a noun.
The history of fika is closely tied to Sweden’s history with coffee, which was
introduced into the country in the late 17th century as a drink only for the very
wealthy. However, it’s popularity was oddly cemented in the next few centuries.
For one, coffee was banned in Sweden no less than five separate times between
the 18th and 19th century. The King and the government feared its supposed
addictiveness and had the impression that it would be frivolous for their
population to spend so much money on foreign products. However, these bans did
little more than make coffee more appealing. (Griberg, 2018; Köket, n.d.)
By the 19th century, the price of coffee became much more reasonable, and the
popularity of the drink started to spread across the country, regardless of social
status or class. Swiss migrants opened up Schweizerier, a style of Swiss bakery
that served coffee alongside something sweet, and these spread across the larger
cities. It also became popular in the home for women. Whilst men more frequently
visited the coffee shops, it was deemed unsightly for them to gorge on cake and
pastries, and there was no such rule for women. This style of coffee and cake
became a popular means for women to show off their hostess skills. The growing
popularity of coffee was reflected in the country’s imports – 12,000 tonnes of
coffee was imported in 1881, and 37,000 tonnes in 1913 (Griberg, 2018).
The word fika itself comes from so-called back-street slang, where the original
word for coffee, ‘kaffi’, was split into two syllables, and then reversed. Eventually it
dropped the second ‘f’, and became the word ‘fika’ we know today (Carlander,
n.d.). The end of the World Wars and rationing in Sweden became another key
point in Sweden’s history of fika, with people having a renewed interest in baked
goods and something sweet. In 1945, the food magazine ICA set up a recipe
competition for a new baking book. 10,000 recipes were sent in, and 400 of those
were printed in what became ‘Sju Sorters Kakor’. The cookbook was a huge
success, with multiple editions and revisions since its original publication and has
since sold over 3.8 million copies, making it the best-selling cookbook of all time
in Sweden (KunskapsKokboken, 2020).

Illustration
Illustration has been used for storytelling throughout human history. Cave
paintings in France from circa 15,000 BC are some of our earliest known records of
illustration. These cave paintings contain nearly 6,000 different figures,
representing animals, human figures, and abstract signs (Illustration History, n.d.).
Emma Axelsson | October 2021
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In the 12th century, art was no longer the realm of the churches, but had
expanded to artists forming guilds, workshops and taking commissions from the
Church, governments, nobility, and crucially, the expanding middle class.
Prominent, wealthy patrons might commission beautifully bound illustrated books
as personal luxury possessions. The value of one book might be equal to that of a
farm or vineyard because of the cost of materials and salary to the artists. With
the invention of the printing press in 1452 by Gutenberg, the creation and
distribution of woodcuts and engraved prints brought images, ideas, and
entertainment to a wide audience, even to those outside the upper classes of
society (Doyle et al, 2018).
Illustration as a profession took hold in the 19th century. Publishers started to
realise that illustrations could help sell magazine subscriptions, increase ad
revenue and so on which allowed the business of illustration to establish itself.
Illustrated newspapers, books and magazines became affordable and easily
accessible forms of entertainments and brought it into daily life (Doyle et al,
2018).
Further modern developments in technology, such as film, television, and internet
in the 20th and 21st century brought illustration to even more people, helping
create entire industries. This has also meant illustration has seen yet another era
of change – whilst illustrators may still choose to initially work with pencils,
pigments and so on that have existed since its inception as a trade, those
illustrations might be viewed on pocket-sized devices, a giant billboard in a
subway station or as a digital banner in a sports stadium (Zeegan, 2005;
Illustration History, n.d.).

Business context
Sweden is currently the six-highest per capita coffee consumer in the world, with
the population consuming 8.2 kg of coffee per capita (CBI, 2020). However, “coffee
is the most popular drink worldwide with around two billion cups consumed
everyday” (British Coffee Association, n.d.) – meaning it’s not just left to the
Swedes when it comes to developing a coffee habit. In the UK alone, 80% of
people who visit coffee shops do so at least once a week (British Coffee
Association, n.d.), and 7 in 10 Americans drink coffee every week (National Coffee
Association, 2020).
Swedes prefer to drink their coffee black, and thus the quality of the beans is
generally of great importance to consumers. As the CBI advises in their report for
Emma Axelsson | October 2021
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entering the Scandi market with coffee products, adopting codes of sustainability
practices related to environmental or social impact can be essential in helping
new companies gain a competitive edge (CBI, 2020).
The popularity of the Swedish fika has found itself in various news pieces (Hotson,
2016) and company blogs (Mesh, 2019) discussing its impact on the Swedish
workface, as fika is as integral to Swede’s working life as to their social life. Even
Swedish companies that operate globally such as IKEA have this incorporated into
their employees’ daily routines (Mesh, 2019), to allow people to take a break from
their work and catch up with colleagues. This idea has spread to other countries,
particularly as Swedes open cafés based on the concept of fika abroad (Hotson,
2016).

SWOT analysis
As part of the Business and Cultural Context presentation, I also performed a
SWOT analysis.

Strengths
The site’s potential strengths lie in providing a different take on what is otherwise
a popular subject, thanks to its illustrated nature and the personal take on the
subject. It aims to provide a clearly defined subject, compared to competitors
where fika in Stockholm is generally limited to special blog posts or smaller
sections of a larger site.

Weaknesses
Some weaknesses of the project include that though the subject is clearly defined,
it has a potentially wide scope. As such, the site may not be comprehensive
compared to some existing competitors. Furthermore, due the amount of content
already available, the site will necessitate its own take to stand out. Finally, most
of my plans for the site have a real time-cost associated with them, primarily due
to the requirement of learning new software such as Adobe Illustrator.

Opportunities
Opportunities include making a site that showcases places to fika in Stockholm in
a more creative and detailed way than the typical TripAdvisor search or blog-style
listing. There is also opportunity for expansion in the future, whether by adding
Emma Axelsson | October 2021
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further trails, adding content dedicated to places outside of Stockholm, or even
outside of Sweden.

Threats
The biggest threat would be that this is a popular topic with strong competition
from big names with established followings. To combat this, I will need to provide
regular, engaging content to reassure visitors that the site is well maintained and
regularly updated. The project will need a strong brand identity with clear and
original branding to make it stand out.
Secondly, it may be difficult to attract users to the site that are entirely unfamiliar
with Sweden, or more specifically, fika. Given the specific nature of the site, it will
require a diverse set of keywords (such as content focused on neighbourhoods) to
diversify the search results the site might appear in and thereby attract more
visitors.

Revenue
At this stage, the site will be free for all visitors to access. This is key to gain
traction and encourage people to engage with the content. Until there is a
consistent audience visiting and using the site, the site will not be intended to
generate revenue and will be funded personally.

Competitor Analysis
To analyse my competitors, I looked at the following:
à
à
à

Cognate sites
Non-cognate sites
Cognate texts

Below, I have provided the analysis from a few of the sites or texts within the
cognate sites and cognate texts, as they provided the most useful insights.
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Cognate sites
Site 1: Cafekartan.se

This site is a dedicated review site for cafés across Sweden and covers several
towns and cities. Its primary content are the user-submitted reviews and ratings
of each listing.
Strengths:
à Has a strong userbase submitting regular reviews, thus keeping the
content updated.
à Easy to browse through with or without an account.
Weaknesses:
à The site has a retro feel to its design. I personally think it’s quite
charming but could also be seen as outdated.
à The content is only provided in Swedish as standard. Extensions such as
those that rely on Google Translate and similar services are often
unreliable.
Emma Axelsson | October 2021
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à

Anyone can submit a review, leading it to similar weaknesses such as on
sites like TripAdvisor where people leave fraudulent reviews, etc.

Site 2: Visitstockholm.com

The site is run by Visit Stockholm AB, which is the official tourism agency in
Sweden. The site provides general and specific content about visiting Stockholm,
with several sections related to things to see and do in the city.
Strengths:
à Has the most visually appealing style in my opinion with a clear and
consistent branding. The minimal use of colour against the overall black
and white design puts their photography in focus.
à Good responsive design means their website could be used on a range of
devices, even on the go.
Weaknesses:
à A lot of their content, particularly that related to fika, tends to be listing
style, with little more than a basic description for place, location and
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contact details. This likely works well for most of their users wanting to find
something specific quickly, but doesn’t go much further beyond that.
Site 3: europeancoffeetrip.com/Stockholm

This site provides café guides for cities around the world. It currently features 9
cafés for Stockholm, as well as 8 corresponding articles, most of which feature the
listed cafes’ stories. They also have a form for visitors to submit suggestions on
other cafés they should list.
Strengths
à The site clearly revolves around coffee specifically – some listings for
Stockholm even specify what coffee machine the café uses.
à The site has a minimal design that works well on both smaller and larger
screens.
Weaknesses
à Most of the listings for Stockholm are very brief or appear incomplete with
sections shown in one listing and not the other. Most have little content
other than location details and opening times.
Emma Axelsson | October 2021
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Non-cognate texts
There are a number of tourist guides on Stockholm and Sweden more generally,
though none quite so specifically on fika in Stockholm. However, two main texts I
looked at are analysed below:
Text 1: Citi x 60: Stockholm
A guidebook published in 2015, providing 60 recommendations on
accommodations, eateries and shops frequented by Stockholm's
creative workers.

Strengths
à Content written by local creatives, ranging from local artists, designers,
chefs, musicians and more which offers a personal perspective on the city.
à Beautifully designed.
Weaknesses
à Initially published in 2015, the print format leaves it less up-to-date,
particularly as places open and close.

Text 2: Monocle guide to Stockholm
A guidebook created by the Monocle brand, revealing the
magazine company’s favourite places in the city. It also features
essays on various subjects regarding the city, as well as featured
walks around the city, making it something between a tourist guide
and a coffee book to simply sit and enjoy reading.

Strengths
à
à

Beautifully designed, and well laid out in various categories and sections.
Good brand identity coming from the Monocle magazine company. Regular
readers of the magazine may be more inclined to pick this book up.
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Weaknesses
à The Monocle brand is generally affiliated with high-end, expensive
companies and activities, which may be off-putting to some people
depending on their own budgets.
à Published in 2017, so may have similar drawbacks associated with its print
format as with the Citi x 60 guide.

Text 3: Fika: The Art of the Swedish Coffee Break, with Recipes
for Pastries, Breads, and Other Treats
An illustrated lifestyle cookbook that explores the tradition of
fika and its surrounding culture. It also provides recipes for
traditional baked goods served at fika.
Strengths
à
à

As an illustration-only cookbook, it stands out from the typical cookbook
with photography.
The illustration style is very reminiscent of Swedish cartoons recognisable
to Swedes, which feels like a nice nod to those familiar with them.

3. Research
User research
I sketched out a tentative target audience as follows:
à
à
à

No target on gender – the site should be of interest to both.
A wide age range – the site should not feel either side of being too ‘young’
or too ‘old’.
Aimed at those visiting Stockholm, whether as tourists or those based in
Sweden (e.g. someone who has newly moved to the city).

This was intentionally broad as I would not necessarily know my audience until
the site was live and people started using it. However, the defined target audience
intended to cover those with the time, interest, and financial means for travel.
Emma Axelsson | October 2021
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I held focus groups with people who met these criteria over Zoom and Google
Hangouts, primarily recruiting from friends and friends of friends. The
demographics of my groups were as follows:
à
à
à
à
à
à

12 people total: groups of 3, 4 and 5.
5 identify as male, 7 as female.
Only 2 live in Sweden but are not originally from there.
The others are from various countries around the world.
All speak English fluently. The two living in Sweden know basic Swedish.
Only one has visited Stockholm before, though this was on a family trip as a
child.

I gave them the Twitter description of the site and asked them to discuss what
they would expect from a site with that description. I asked questions for
clarification as needed on any points raised. Predictably, these were messy –
people often talked over each other, and the conversations drifted meaning I had
no clear, defined data at the end of it. However, I think it was useful as an
exploratory exercise without putting pressure on people. After collating my notes
from the three sessions, there were some common threads on people’s thoughts
regarding the site proposal:
à

Everyone wanted to search by area/neighbourhood. The explanation for
this was wanting to see what might be available in the area they would be
living/staying in, or to help them come to a decision on where to stay.

à

Everyone liked the idea of trails having some sort of theme or relation to a
special interest – e.g. a walk through Södermalm that takes you to the
vintage shops. This was of most interest if they did not already have a
defined area in mind.

They also proposed a few immediate wants and expectations for the site:
à
à
à
à
à

Map/location details for each café
An overall listing for cafés to browse through, separate to the trails.
Links to the café menus, or websites at a minimum.
Indication of price, where possible.
Phrasebook for common words/phrases.
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All participants confirmed they would expect the site to provide the first two
points. Per the advice of my tutors, I wanted to avoid creating a directory for the
cafés that would suggest something akin to TripAdvisor and the like, but this was
evidently an important point for my participants. As Prisca pointed out, my
challenge would be to create a directory that went beyond the typical ‘listing of
places’.

User personas
From my discussion groups and reading on creating user personas, I began
crafting these to better visualise my users:

Beth (20 years old, exchange student at KTH)
à Avid web user, mainly uses her laptop in halls or
smartphone on the go
à Interests in food and travel, spending time
outdoors
à Heavy workload as an engineering student, little
free time
Key tasks and wants:
à

Just moved to Stockholm, wants to explore city with other international
flatmates

à

Might be interested in more curated trails that speak to a specific part of
the city
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Elin (Accounting assistant in Paris, 27 years old)
à Spends a lot of time on the computer at work.
Loves travel, and likes to use the internet to plan
her vacations and activities
à Has already visited Stockholm but wants to take
her fiancée with her this time.
à Likes to plan her trips around food, eating like
the locals
Key tasks and wants:
à

Knows about fika, and wants some more specific recommendations on
Swedish things to eat

à

Might like curated content on the homepage that gives her an overview of
where to go, what to eat, etc.

Marcus (32 years old, Swedish, commutes into
Stockholm for work)
à Uses the internet via his smartphone and iPad
during commute to work
à Likes sport, physical exercise like cycling, ice
hockey and walking
à Has lived in Stockholm suburbs since graduating,
but does not spend much time in the city itself
during the weekends
Key tasks and wants:
à

Friend from his university training coming to visit, and Marcus has agreed to
take him around the city

Emma Axelsson | October 2021
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à

Might like tips from the site on where to take his friend. Both enjoy walking
and hiking, so they might want to see choices based on activity.

Points of entry and information architecture
I used these user personas to consider potential points of entry to the site, and to
form the site’s information architecture. I wanted to split the site into four main
areas, leading off from the home page:
à
à
à
à

Areas/neighbourhoods (the trails themselves)
Resources (articles on things like what fika is, the history of fika)
A café directory.
Additional pages such as ‘about’, ‘contact’, ‘sitemap’ accessed from the
footer

Figure 1: an early information architecture map for the website, showing the three main areas of content.

The goal was to create an architecture that would allow users to get from section
to section quickly. A simple clear navigation and well-linked content would aid in
this.

Content creation
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The bulk of the work in creating the content would be on the trails themselves,
and the informative content. I would use my own knowledge and do my own
research to offer content from a personal perspective.

Illustrations
The site relies heavily on illustrations and photographs. I intended for these to be
my own, though I will speak more on both in the implementation section of this
report. I originally wanted the site to be illustration only, however, my tutors fed
back that photographs would likely be beneficial in setting the atmosphere ways
that would be much harder to do than with illustrations alone. I was first against
this idea, but the Delight section of this report will explain how I came around to
this.

Photography
As noted above, I initially did not want to include photographs, but I had a large
personal collection to draw from for inspiration and to use on the site from all my
time spent in the country. At the time of the Commodity phase, I had hoped that
the year might allow for me to return to Stockholm, though the circumstances with
Covid-19 ultimately prevented this.

Writing
I would be the author of all the site’s written text, including crafting the trails. I
began mapping these out during the Christmas holidays and would draw on the
cultural research I did on fika to use for the ‘resources’ section. Combined with the
work I was expecting to learn about Adobe Illustrator and craft the illustrations, I
knew I could not underestimate the content creation process.

4. Project plan
Site name
After initial brainstorming with pen and paper, I got attached to the name fikatrail.
After feedback from my classmates and tutors, as well as friends and family (both
here and in Sweden), it became the clear favourite. I purchased fikatrail.com from
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namecheap.com, and fikatrail.se from the Swedish domain provider, Loopia. I
wanted this to be separate from whoever would end up as my hosting provider.

Hosting
After considering other providers such as Clook (since we had used them for our
portfolio sites) and Guru, I ultimately went with Bluehost. I bought their 36-month
basic web hosting plan, as they provide a generous 50GB storage for the monthly
price. Furthermore, I considered the site as a potential portfolio piece, so it felt
worth it to take out a longer plan. They provide a free SSL certificate, as well as a
free option to use the Cloudflare CDN – the latter point being potentially useful
given that my target audience would likely be tourists to Stockholm, though I
wouldn’t yet know what countries they were visiting from. Though I hadn’t used
Bluehost before, I was glad to know that there were many blogs and articles on
set-up help and advice as it is a very popular hosting provider.

Front-end technologies
HTML
I looked to use the semantic HTML we have been taught throughout our course.
Throughout the build, I tried to make good judgements in deploying IDs and
classes where necessary, but otherwise relied on making good use of the native
HTML tags to create clean, accessible code.

CSS
My styling was separated from my HTML, using plain CSS. I considered using SCSS
as a potential means of speeding up my workflow, and for being useful for future
job prospects. Though I did enjoy playing around with it prior to the Firmness
project, I ultimately decided against it. Firstly, I would have had to spend time
learning how to fully make use of it. Secondly, though I had been drawn to using
SCSS for its variables, nesting and mixins without as much worry about browser
support, after some further reading on the browser support for things like CSS
grids and variables, I saw little reason not to stick with plain CSS.

JavaScript & PHP
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I would be using instances of JavaScript for site behaviour and user interaction. I
was least confident with JavaScript from starting the course, so I knew I needed to
dedicate some time studying the language alongside working on the project. It
would also tie into my use of MapBox.
Most of my PHP knowledge was limited to server-side includes, so I would need to
learn more about it if I was to go with a CMS like WordPress.

SVG
Since my site would be SVG-heavy, I read up as much as I could on options to
make them more accessible and responsive. I found books such as Practical SVG
(Coyier, 2016) a particularly useful reference and kept returning to it throughout
my development of the site. I also used tools like SVGOMG (Archibald, 2017) to
make sure my illustrations are as light as possible whilst still retaining detail.

Mapping
Since this was an important aspect for my focus group’s vision for the site, I spent
some time judging options for a mapping service. I spent most of it comparing
Mapbox and Google Maps. I looked at other services such as leaflet.js, but as I
struggled to follow their documentation, it was easy to rule them out.
I used Google Maps to plot out my fika trails, as I found it easy to make routes
with multiple stopping points, and provides information such as the total walking
time, distances, and so on. However, I decided on using Mapbox for the actual
map on the site. Mapbox has a larger breadth of customisation features, which
would also require time to read up on their documentation and implementation.
However, I felt it was worth it to serve a map that better suited the site’s visuals.
Mapbox’s free tier provides 50,000 free calls for their maps per month which felt
more than generous enough for my site.

Back-end technologies
I was undecided on using a CMS by the time of the Firmness presentation.
Nonetheless, I presented my thoughts on what CMS I would use, if any, with the
caveat that I would give myself another month to decide (end of March). Following
the presentation, I revisited my requirements for the site to judge whether I
should go ahead, and if so, which one:
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à
à
à
à
à

Allow for multiple media types, e.g. both jpeg (for photographs) and SVG
(for illustrations).
Categorise content and create relationships between them, to allow
users to find the content they want.
Add a mapping provider as outlined in the extras section, to create an
interactive map for café listings.
Easily add and update content as needed.
Ability to use plugins for features such as adding a quiz, as I felt that my
skills to do so by hand (such as writing my own PHP or JavaScript) was
beyond my current skillset.

This helped me better understand that my site and its development would likely
indeed benefit from a CMS, especially after speaking with my tutors. When I
presented for the firmness phase, I did so saying that WordPress was my first
choice. This remained the case, for a few reasons:
à

I had experience with WordPress as a writer/editor, so I had some
familiarity with the Gutenberg Blocks and the dashboard.

à

I had zero experience with WordPress (or any CMS) as a developer, so it was
reassuring to know that I could refer to my tutors’ support as well as the
well-established WordPress community and forums online for help. This
also tied into my desire for a ‘traditional’ CMS, rather than a headless one. I
used Prisca’s introduction to CMSs to go through the available options and
felt that a traditional CMS matched my personal skillset the most.

à

Although it made me nervous, it would be a real boost to my learning path
in terms of my personal development and potential career options.

à

I already knew of a few plugins that I was interested in for some features,
such as the quiz and interactive maps. This was less of a concern but did
not hurt in cementing my decision.

5. Delight
Competitors
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I revisited the sites I had identified as my competitors in the Research phase, as
well as the websites of some of the cafés and bakeries I would be featuring on the
site. There were a few common themes:
à

Hero images were common, particularly for home pages.

à

The most common colour scheme were dark or black and white themes. In
most cases, I thought these were well used in making photographs stand
out better.

à

Typefaces were mostly sans-serif, though a few sites used a typewriter style
or monospace font.

This was useful in confirming that I wanted to create something quite different.
The illustrations would be the visual focus of my project, and thus the design
would centre around them.

Illustration
One of my primary motivations for choosing this project was to further my skills in
illustration, and specifically that of digital illustration which I was new to. I began
learning Adobe Illustrator from around Christmas, as I knew that being
comfortable with the program would be key. Though I’m glad I started early, I still
think I underestimated the learning process of this, and of finding my own style.
Translating my illustrations into digital proved a struggle, and I did not have much
luck with my pen and paper versions either. At first, I experimented with line art
for my illustrations, so much of my early research looked at this style. However, as
this style was also new to me, I was uncomfortable sketching on paper, let alone
in Illustrator. I originally wanted to illustrate the cafés and bakeries, as well as the
cake types. Whilst I had luck creating simplified sketches of the cakes, I disliked
nearly all my attempts at illustrating the cafés and this was probably the most
discouraging part of the project thus far.
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Figure 2: initial sketches, from left to right - Swedish cakes and pastries; the entrance to Cafe Pascal;
Fotografiska above, and the Concert Hall below.

However, whilst playing around with some simplified illustrations through basic
shapes of some iconic buildings in Stockholm, I found people were responding to
these much better than I could have anticipated. Though I’d started with trying to
illustrate the cafés, I was having a much easier time illustrating these landmarks.

Figure 3: the two early illustrations of the City Hall and Stockholm Public Library that set the tone of illustration
work going forwards.

I continued experimenting and showed them to friends and family from Sweden to
gauge whether they could guess what building I had drawn. Based on their
feedback, I refined the illustrations so that they remained reduced to their basic
shapes but had enough detail to be distinguishable. Using a restricted colour
palette let me think about creating the right shapes to convey the buildings. Over
time this started to focus my style until I had a set of cohesive illustrations for the
Delight presentation.
The other part of this process came with the realisation that the cafés might be an
ideal subject for photography on the site. As my tutors pointed out, photos could
much more clearly illustrate the atmosphere and look of a place. As such, I had to
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start thinking about I would combine the illustrations with any photos I would be
using.
Creating the cakes and assorted illustrations was simpler because of this process,
though I did not keep to the set colour palette for these. I felt that it was more
important to keep a sense of realism with the cakes and sweets for those
unfamiliar with them. Therefore, I used more realistic colours as well as adding
some simple shadows to create a sense of depth.

Figure 4: some of the finished cake and coffee illustrations currently featured on the site.

In the development phase, I took these illustrations further to create feature
images for each article, as well as for the homepage.
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Figure 5: the final hero image featured on the home page.

Overall, the process of my illustration work was quite convoluted, and took some
time, but I was happy to finalise my plans for the illustrations for the delight
presentation and received good feedback from my tutors and classmates. It was
not a linear process, and I continued working on my illustrations throughout the
timeline of the project, but overtime this resulted in the current set of illustration
work shown on the live site.

Colour scheme
As my illustration work progressed prior to the Delight presentation, I wanted to
literally draw from Stockholm itself to inspire the colour scheme. As I was working
on the first few sets of illustrations, I limited myself to a colour palette that I
identified from the architecture of Stockholm itself:
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#1A1ED

#679C92

#D55A31

#7BA1BF**

#D8834A

#C5D3DD*

#F1C182

#FCFCFCv

*background colour only at the moment
** not currently in use
#C0B39F

Figure 6: the initial colour palette used for the illustrations from March 2021.

I was really pleased with the overall effect, with the illustrations linked together
through their cohesive colour palette. The colour palette for the site itself came
from the illustration colour palette, though I made various amendments to the
shades to optimise legibility and good contrast. This went through yet more
variations throughout the development phase, with the final selection shown on
the below style tile:
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Figure 7: the final style tile for fikatrail.com, showing typeface choices, the final colour palette for the site and
illustrations, and the appearance of each state of the 'button'-style links.

Typography
I wanted a mix of serif and san-serif typefaces to help distinguish the body text
from the headings for better visual hierarchy, particularly as much of my content
would be long to scroll through. I also needed the typefaces to support the
additional letters in the Swedish language: ä, å, ö. As I had already decided on
fikatrail as the name for my site, I found it easy to decide on using ‘Playfair
Display’ from Google Fonts as I particularly liked the look of the ligature of the ‘f’
and ‘i’. The font is very decorative and playful, and it felt like a good fit for the site.
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However, it is also a strong font, so I used it only one the highest headings, such
as H1 and H2. I looked for a sans-serif for the body text, and I chose ‘Fira Sans’,
also from Google Fonts, as it felt like a good contrast with Playfair whilst still
meeting my requirements of supporting the extra characters.

Logo
I began with sketching, aiming to have a logo that would somehow convey the
combined name of ‘fika’ and ‘trail’. I felt a coffee cup was a natural starting point,
and played with various ideas of displaying the ‘trail’ aspect.

Figure 8: initial logo sketches

For the Delight presentation, I presented a coffee cup with a marked trail leading
up as if it were smoke. You can see this below, with the original font-weight for
the site title.
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Figure 9: the original logo presented with the site’s name in Playfair Display, font-weight 400.

After getting some further feedback from Prisca, the coffee cup’s lines were
softened, and the trail-line cleaned up.

Figure 10: the final logo.

Style tiles & wireframes
I experimented with my first style tile for the Delight presentation. Whilst I’m not a
personal fan of mood boards, I had created something of one when I collated my
initial illustrations and photographs. I found the style tile hugely helpful in trying
out some of my ideas ‘on screen’. This can be found on my coursework page.
At the time of the Delight presentation, I also created wireframes. However, I was
not happy with them, and the feedback from my tutors and classmates indicated
they were not yet the right fit for the site. I knew I would have to revisit them for
the Prototype presentation.
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Figure 11: the initial wireframes presented during the Delight presentation.

Prototype
Following the positive feedback from my style tile and delight presentation, I
began work on my prototype. However, I found this difficult. I went back to my
wireframes to get a better idea of how my content should be laid out. I started
with the café map and a template for the trail pages. I used some of my draft copy,
which was particularly helpful when it came to wireframing the resources pages,
as I realised much of my content was far too long now that I could see it ‘on the
page’ and would need further editing and refining. I did not see these wireframes
as complete, but I gained a better view of how my prototype might look.
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Figure 12: the revisited wireframes for the trail pages for the prototype presentation.

Figure 13: wireframes created for the 'what is fika?' pages for the prototype presentation.
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Figure 14: wireframes created for the cafe map page for the prototype presentation.

I created high-fidelity wireframes in Illustrator for a trails page, and the café map
page. I could now see how the site would come together, and I was able to get
some initial feedback from my focus group participants, with most of it being
encouraging. Most of them had seen the Whimsical wireframes, but I learnt that
many of them struggled to ‘understand’ the meaning of the different boxes and
shapes. I was spending most of my time explaining what was a picture, a link, etc.
The Adobe Illustrator wireframes resonated more quickly with people, as I was
able to use my written drafts for the trail content and some of the initial
photography I had gathered.
I also made a basic text-only HTML and CSS version to give a better indication of
how users might move from page to page for the Prototype presentation, with
some JavaScript to test out adding Mapbox to the Café Map page. This was content
incomplete, as I was running out of time before the Prototype presentation. My
tutors and classmates were able to evaluate my progress through the Illustrator
wireframes and the browser prototype but showing the browser prototype to
others outside of my course was less successful. Those who had seen the
Illustrator wireframes seemed to focus on comparing the two, and mistakenly
thought I was getting rid of features such as the images. This was a good lesson
for the future to bear in mind what people might interpret from work-in-progress.
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Figure 15: high-fidelity wireframes created in Adobe Illustrator.

6. Implementation and Promotion
Schedule of works
Before we finished the term, I created a timetable to account for the work I’d be
doing during the summer months of the project. I concentrated on setting a
maximum of three ‘topics’ for each week with the type of work I’d be doing, as I
prefer to have options in switching from one thing to another when I get stuck.
The initial weeks focused on content creation, illustration work, a few
administration-related things (such as setting up the domain and hosting
provider), before moving into development work with time reserved for testing
and site maintenance in September onwards.
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Content collation and illustration work
I decided on five trails for launch – Norrmalm, Djurgården, Södermalm, Gamla
Stan and Östermalm. I would have liked more for the project, but this felt like a
realistic number to make use of the areas I knew the best and had suitable
photographs for. The ‘about fika’ content primarily came from the Business and
Cultural Context and Research presentation and reports we had done earlier in
the course. I wrote the bulk of the content in May but found myself returning
frequently to make amendments up to the publication of each article.
The photography was a personal worry since Christmas – due to an increase in
Covid cases, it was looking unlikely I would have the chance to visit Stockholm. It
felt unreasonable to ask friends or family to take the risk themselves. To take a
realistic approach, I collected photos from royalty-free stock photo sites, such as
Unsplash, Pixabay and Pexels. I was reluctant, because I generally think that stock
photos have an editing style that I do not like.
However, I went through the listings to choose only those that felt reasonably
close to my style, and then edited them in Photoshop as needed
(increasing/decreasing brightness, editing the contrast or colour temperatures,
and so on). This was very time-consuming, particularly as I already had my own
photographs to edit as well, but I feel the result was worth it. In the summer, I was
also fortunate to have friends take pictures of some of the cafés I was missing
photographs for, and some of them are in use on the site.
I carried on the work I had started on the illustrations. As my content writing
continued, I found I wanted more illustrations than I originally planned for. This of
course affected the amount of time spent, and I ended up well outside of my
planned schedule block for the illustration work. However, this was not as much a
problem as it might sound – firstly, because the illustrations were so crucial for
the aims of my project, and that I was getting better and quicker with each
illustration as I got more and more familiar with Illustrator.

CMS development
I began my WordPress development slightly earlier than I’d originally planned for
– as soon as the bulk of my HTML and CSS files were completed. I did as much
reading as possible, as I felt otherwise unprepared to use WordPress. The biggest
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help was Prisca’s WordPress tutorial site, a YouTube tutorial (freeCodeCamp.org,
2021) to better understand the template files, and learning the WordPress
template hierarchy map (Hayes, 2017).
I began with Prisca’s Vanilla eyeStyle theme, setting it up as a child theme. As per
her advice, I amended this to a full theme by copying the files and amending them
directly (with another original folder kept separate!). I developed the theme
locally with MAMP, and once I had the bulk of the work complete, I started
uploading them to the site through FileZilla. To keep the site ‘hidden’, I made a
landing page with ‘coming soon’ and an illustration, whilst the actual site content
sat in another directory under public_html.
Despite my initial doubts, I quickly saw the benefits of working with WordPress. I
was surprised to find how quickly I got used to working with the different
templates and how to amend them. After a few weeks, I had the confidence to
remove the eyeStyle files and build up my own template files completely from
scratch, using the eyeStyle files as a reference when I was stuck. I put in as much
content as possible, no matter how unfinished, so I could play with adding tags
and categories. I quickly saw how much WordPress could do for me, particularly
when it came to the loop, and the in-built support for adding menus and widgets
made things quick. Working with the functions file was a bit more daunting, but
over the weeks, I found myself getting better at using the WordPress Codex
directly and picking out the bits I needed.

Mapbox
I worked on my implementation of Mapbox for the ‘Café map’ page at the same
time as my WordPress development. I had already created most of the style set
during the Prototype crit, and though it was a little fiddly at first, adding the
dataset and tileset to feed in the cafés was relatively easy. Once set up, it was
simple to come back and edit the sets as and when required.
To display the map, I used Mapbox GL JS to initialise the map on the page and
return my Map object. I used other available Mapbox tutorials to add the markers,
and then styled them in my theme stylesheet. As with the WordPress codex, using
the Mapbox documentation took some getting used to but over time, I got better
at knowing what I would need to do to achieve a particular effect.
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Plugins
I have made use of a few plugins during my WordPress development. Some were
used during the development process, and were deactivated when they were no
longer necessary:

Regenerate Thumbnails
This was recommended by Prisca, and I found it hugely useful because I hadn’t
decided fully on the sizes of my illustrations or photographs at different viewport
sizes. This plugin allowed me to play with the sizes of my images (and so that I
could still have WordPress handle the different size sets) without constantly
deleting and reuploading. This is currently deactivated.

What the file
I used this in my initial weeks of WordPress development to see which template I
was currently on with a certain page, and what my edits to the CSS might affect
(and why!). This is now deactivated.

SVG support
This was used to allow for uploads of SVG formats.

Yoast SEO
I used this popular plugin to analyse my content for its readability, and to help
optimise my on-page SEO, which I will talk more about in the SEO section.

Google Analytics for WordPress by MonsterInsights
I first tried JetPack on Prisca’s recommendation. However, because I have used
Google Analytics in previous jobs, I found myself disliking the limitations of
JetPack. I installed this plugin by MonsterInsights instead and set up some views
in Google Analytics as well. I like using MonsterInsights as a quick daily insight,
and the full Google Analytics for further analysis.
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Cookie Notice & Compliance for GDPR / CCPA
This was another recommendation from Prisca. This provides the cookie notice
banner to alert users about accepting cookies required by the site, and to link
them to the privacy policy for more information.

Advanced Custom Fields
This was another recommendation from Prisca. It took me time to understand how
the plugin worked, and how it might be useful, but I ended up using it to display
most of the homepage’s content, and to display the trail information section on
each trail post.

Figure 16: the 'intro' section of the trail created with the Advanced Custom Fields plugin.

This essentially allowed me to write something of a template-within-a-template –
by using the ACF functions to serve the content on the front end defined within a
custom HTML markup, and then adding that content within the CMS. I thought this
would prove useful for the homepage in the future; rather than writing it directly
into the template, I can more easily amend the featured sections within the CMS
when I add other bits content that I would like to feature. I ended up using ACF
fields to write the majority of the home-page.php template, as I felt it required
something of a more custom HTML structure.
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Problems encountered
Content creation
Though I had tried to plan with this in mind, the content creation process still took
longer than I thought. This was the primary reason why I delayed the site launch
by another three weeks. Whilst it would have been ideal to have launched on the
original date (around the 24th August) and therefore get even more data from
Google Analytics, I felt this was needed purely from a content-perspective. It
additionally bought me more time for adding extra features to my theme, as my
understanding of WordPress increased.

WordPress templates
Naturally, I had a steep learning curve to using WordPress. Because I started
creating my template files from scratch, I found more and more that I was missing
features in my function files. At the start, I also very frequently removed the wrong
bits of code and was often rewarded with a white screen. I also initially fought
with the CSS added by the WordPress blocks, but after various experiments, I was
able to figure out ways of using the blocks more to my advantage. I could then use
smaller, more specific lines of CSS in my own stylesheet to further customise
them.
Some further problems came up because of how I’d set out my content – what
lived as ‘posts’ and ‘pages’. My ‘about fika’ resources lived as pages, with a parent
page and two child pages as I thought they would be less frequently updated.
However, when I wanted to add a ‘related posts’ to these pages and the trail posts,
I came up against all sorts of issues – one attempt mixed the listings of page and
post, another added the listing to pages I didn’t want it to appear on, the lists
would show a post or page the user was already on, and so on.
As such, I moved the ‘fika’ pages to be posts in a category called ‘about fika’, and
that the trails would be categorised as ‘trails’. This was a simple but boring task of
copying and pasting what I had as a page into a post. I was then able to amend
the single.php by adding a get_posts() array that relied on the post category to
display featured posts (without adding the current post the user was seeing). I
also used conditional statements to display different titles based on the category.
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Figure 17: a map I made of each post and page, and their according template file to refer to during
development. Note that this is the final version with amendments, with the fika pages under 'posts'.

In turn, because I was using ACF for the trails, I had the fields appearing on my
‘about fika’ posts. However, this was at least an easier problem to contend with,
and was resolved with some more conditional statements in PHP.
A more specific problem with my implementation of SVGs and the ACF fields can
be found in the Performance section, as I was made aware of it through Google
PageSpeed Insights.

Changes from the initial plan
There were a few key things that changed from my initial desires in making the
site.

A dual language site
During the concept presentation I expressed an interest in making the site a dual
language site, to serve the content in both English and Swedish. This is partly why
I bought the .com and .se domains. However, at the firmness presentation, I felt it
was best to set this aside for a few reasons. Firstly, having looked at various
options including the JQuery library i18n, I felt it was uncomfortably outside of my
skillset. Furthermore, I already had plenty on my plate with the illustration and
content work, as well as my decision to make on using and learning a CMS.
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Looking back, I still feel this was the best choice, as it ended up granting me the
time to learn about WordPress development to a greater depth than I’d originally
planned for.

Class naming conventions - BEM
At the time of the Firmness presentation, I considered using BEM for a class
naming convention. This was partly selfish, as it’s often used in professional
world, and I thought it might be helpful to have something to keep me consistent
with my class naming. However, I decided against this very early on in the
development process. When I moved onto WordPress development, I wasn’t using
as many classes or IDs as I’d originally thought I would. Where possible, I aimed to
use the classes provided by WordPress in the first place. Using BEM felt like more
of a hindrance since I wasn’t used to the naming conventions, and for a project
like mine that was already on the smaller side, it didn’t feel like much of a loss to
leave it.

Quiz plugins
Though our tutors reassured us that we were never tied to what we had said in
original presentations, I feel I should mention for some time I referenced making a
quiz for the site. This was intended to be something fun for the user, perhaps as a
suggestion for which trail to take based on their personality as one focus group
participant suggested during their session. Given my inexperience with JavaScript
and PHP, my tutors suggested considering a plugin.
I tested several plugins for this, and the one I liked the most was the H5P plugin.
However, it still also had its limitations – I couldn’t customise it as much as I
wanted, particularly the results screen. When I had some earlier feedback sessions
with users to discuss the home page on the site, they either indicated they weren’t
interested in the quiz at all or that they felt it didn’t look ‘right’ compared to the
rest of the content. Consequently, before launch, I did away with the quiz entirely
as it was no longer fitting the rest of my design for the home page.
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Promotion
SEO strategy
To improve my on-page SEO from the get-go, I aimed to use lean, semantic
markup in my template files, and minimising my use of IDs and classes to where I
felt they were necessary (though I tried to use those already given by WordPress
as much as possible).
I also installed Yoast SEO, a popular WordPress plugin that carries out tests to
show where SEO could be improved. This included entering keywords, setting title
tags based on post and page type, adding custom meta description tags for each
page and post, and adding a XML sitemap. I used the Yoast analyser to ensure the
written content on the site was keyword-rich according to the keyword I set for
each post or page.
Since my site is so image heavy, I also aimed to make my file names keyword rich.
For example, illustrations and photographs used in a particular trail include the
trail name at the end of the file name. This would hopefully benefit the site’s SEO,
but also proved useful for simple file maintenance as well! Yoast’s content
analyser helped me keep track of how often I used keywords, without overusing
them and thus being measured as spam. It also has a readability feature, and this
helped me perform some basic edits. The plugin is unfortunately unable to
measure content surfaced through Advanced Custom Fields, and thus the analysis
for my trails tended to be ranked as poorer than other posts and pages.

Social media
To promote the site, I set up an Instagram account under ‘fikatrail’. Given my
illustrations and photographs, Instagram felt like a good choice to showcase these
and drum up interest for the site. I began posting in June with some of my own
photographs. However, in August I found my lack of a plan for promotion was
becoming evident. I regretted not having made more of an ‘introduction’, and my
choice of photos were random. I archived all the posts I had made and re-thought
my plan.
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Figure 18: the original posts for the fikatrail Instagram

My initial postings lacked any indication of my site’s style, probably because I
hadn’t posted any of my illustrations. To better develop a sense of branding, I
incorporated my design from the site itself. I used Canva to make graphics for
each post, starting with an intro and a few information-style posts about the site
and fika.

Figure 19: examples of some of the Instagram posts created with Canva to suit the new branding strategy.
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Canva allows for unlimited files as well as the upload of assets like SVG files with
transparency, with available templates for posting to Instagram. I then
downloaded these as high-quality PNGS, ready for upload.
I also decided to use Hootsuite as a social media planner to better plan and
organise my posting. They have a free plan that allows up to five scheduled posts,
and unlimited drafts. If I had more time, I might have considered other providers
as I found both their desktop site and mobile app clunky to use. However, given
that it was free, it fulfilled my needs in letting me set reminders for each post and
previewing draft and account feeds.
With these changes, I took a more crafted approach to my posting. I began with a
‘quick guide to Swedish bakelser’, based on the site’s post with the same name,
with each day having its own type of bakelser. To add variety, I sometimes added
a post that had a photograph of the real thing.

Figure 20: examples of the Instagram posts created for the bakelser series.

I also took a similar approach for posting some of the building graphics, tying
them into the most recently published trail to try and encourage people to visit
the site once launched:

Figure 21: examples of Instagram posts made for the building illustrations in Canva.
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At the time of writing, fikatrail has 26 posts, and 25 followers. According to
phlax.com’s Instagram Engagement Calculator, it has an average of 12 likes and 1
comment per post. I hadn’t built up the following I had hoped for, but seeing a
46% engagement rate was still encouraging, as it reassured me my followers were
indeed following my content and engaging with it. The account is also the site’s
second-highest referral according to the Monster Insights analytics, with 16
referrals from the site’s launch to the 8th October.
Of course, in June came the news that Instagam is “no longer a photo sharing
app”, having shifted their focus to video, shopping, and messaging (Clark, 2021).
This showed me a) the pitfalls in relying on one source of social media promotion,
and b) that there is a reason companies often have entire marketing departments,
as I found planning and creating the social media content for Instagram alone
could have been a full-time project itself. However, I am happy I stuck with
Instagram so I could concentrate on it more fully.
In terms of other promotion, I also relied on word of mouth – sharing the site with
friends and family and asking them to further spread the word.

7. Testing & Analysis
I made the site publicly available and removed the holding page on the 26th of
August. Monster Insights was available to start tracking visits, and I activated the
cookie notice, but I did not actively try to draw anyone to the site at this time. The
site officially went live on the 17th of September, when I announced it on the
fikatrail Instagram account. I also told friends and family about the launch of the
site privately and asked them to spread the word.

Testing and feedback
Throughout the development process (both on the local server and on the live
site), I used a mixture of Chrome and Firefox to inspect and debug as I built the
site. Once I had moved to the live site, I used Safari and Edge for further testing,
and found that some of my CSS needed a slight re-write in certain uses to use
vendor prefixes, or to include each property rather than the shorthand. I also
asked as many friends and family members as possible both in the UK and abroad
to try the site before launch and send me screenshots of how the site looked on
their devices. I found this particularly useful for iPads and tablets, as these often
had the strangest results in certain layout methods.
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In the month between making the site public and the announced launch, I carried
out some user testing, as well as asking for more specific feedback from Prisca. I
got very useful feedback in both instances; Prisca gave me several suggestions on
the visuals of the site, including my illustrations. She also made some suggestions
for my typography on the site, with adjustments for the line height and a method
for responsive type sizing. The latter was hugely useful. Once I’d read through the
suggested articles and checked that I understood how it worked, I found it
straightforward to work with and its one I’ve been using in personal projects since.
One of the biggest changes for the homepage came from that initial set of testing
before the originally planned launch at the end of August. Feedback from my
participants generally praised the ease of navigation on the site and the visuals,
but that the home page fell short of the rest of the site. I generally agreed, as I felt
I had made a homepage for the sake of needing one. As I had delayed the launch,
I used this time to completely rework the homepage into the gridded layout that
is now active on the site. I removed all other elements other than the three I
wanted to direct users to, as per the advice of Prisca of influencing my user’s
attention. The final result was to have the three sections built with the ACF plugin,
which gives me room to experiment with the content of each section and see what
users are most drawn to in the future.
Once the site was ‘live’ (though not yet officially launched), I tested the
responsiveness on the site using the Responsively app. This was hugely helpful to
visualise the sizing of some of my elements, particularly in the case of the map on
the café map, as I wanted to use vh units that would scale with the screen size.
Responsively allowed me to judge more easily how generous (or not!) I should be
with the units.

Accessibility
I made use of WebAIM’s WAVE accessibility tool to ensure my site met WCAG 2.0
standards. It pointed out some initial errors that I was able to fix, such as my skip
links not being correctly set up.
I aimed to keep my written content as clear and appropriate for my users as
possible. My target audience meant my users could be from any country, and
English may not be their native language. Using the Yoast plugin’s reading
analyser was useful in keeping an eye on the balance of clear and concise
language that was still in keeping with my own style. Alt tags are provided for the
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photographs and illustrations throughout the site (unless purely decorative), and I
also added alt text to my Instagram posts.
Where possible, I have used fallbacks where I’ve used JavaScript. The mobile menu
is built from a pattern from a11ymatters (Shadeed, 2016). Though I amended the
styling to make it in keeping with the site’s design, I chose this pattern because of
the way it handled fallbacks. It checks if JavaScript is available by using an initial
script to add the class ‘js’ to the HTML element. If the class isn’t added because
JavaScript isn’t available, the button is hidden and the menu will be expanded by
default, meaning that menu content is still accessible.
As I used Mapbox GL JS to initialise my map inside a div element on the Café Map
page, this would not show if a user did not have JavaScript available. However, I
built and organised the listing that follows the map with the intention that users
could still browse by location from the area links and headings. With the address
being listed for each site, they would still be able to see which area they were
browsing from. In the future, I would consider learning more about the types of
fallbacks Mapbox provides in their documentation.
Finally, I created an accessibility statement accessible through the footer. This
pinpoints some of the site’s features and steps taken to improve accessibility, as
well as allowing users to reach out to discuss any issues if they wish.

Site performance
To analyse site performance, I used the following online tools:
à
à
à
à

Pingdom
Google PageSpeed Insights
Nibbler
Seositecheckup

PageSpeed Insights
My initial mobile score from Google PageSpeed Insights was much lower than I
had expected, being 64/100. A significant warning was placed on my poor CLS
(content-layout-shift) score, as well as on my caching level. During my
development, I set this to level 1 within WordPress settings to minimise the need
for clearing my cache whilst working. The site also flagged my SVGs for not having
a set width and height.
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Figure 22: the flagged images contributing to the poor CLS score.

I noticed the CLS myself during testing, and originally assumed this was the
combined result of having three SVGs immediately visible on the homepage and
WordPress’s lazy loading.
With the help of some reading (Soueidan, 2021), I found the entire root cause; a
combination of using the responsive setting in Illustrator when exporting my SVG
(which removes height and width specifications, leaving only the viewBox), and
then using the ‘display image (array)’ function from the ACF plugin, to display the
SVGs on the front end. Though the latter return type can retrieve size data, there
wasn’t any to return. At this time, I also discovered this function was unable to
load further attributes, such as the alt tag.
To resolve this, I re-saved and re-uploaded my files without the responsive
setting, to give them a fixed size and re-size them with CSS. I also needed to
amend my homepage template and use the ACF ‘Display image (ID)’ function. This
function relies on the WordPress wp_get_attachment_image() function, and
allowed me to also load other attributes, including the height and width, the alt
tag, and to change the default WordPress lazy loading to ‘eager’.
This took some to time to diagnose and resolve but was a great example of how
the combination of SVGs, the ACF plugin and default WordPress workings provided
a better solution than what I was using before.
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With this amendment, and amending my cache level in the WordPress settings
menu from Level 1 to Level 3, I was able to see immediate improvements to the
scores:

Figure 23: the new score for mobile following these improvements.

Figure 24: a slightly increased desktop score also caused by these improvements.

There were also some recommendations in terms of minimising calls to the server
and compressing and/or minifying files. Bluehost has enabled gzip compression
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on my behalf, and I also made some amendments to the .htaccess file to better
leverage the cache.

Nibbler
I also analysed the site with Nibbler, a site used in our SEO module. The site
received an 8 / 10 overall score, and identified a few immediate areas for review:

Figure 25: the initial analysis report from nibbler.

Figure 26: nibbler pinpointed the lack of a Twitter account and incoming links to the site.

The lowest scoring category was marketing. The site scored a 0 on Twitter,
Popularity, and Incoming Links. This was largely unsurprising given that I had
chosen to concentrate on Instagram for my social media promotion, and since the
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site was still relatively new, it was unlikely to receive high-quality links driving
traffic to the site.

Figure 27: the breakdown of the marketing score, with Twitter, Incoming Links and Popularity scoring 0 out of
10.

This also impacted the Experience category, where Twitter, Popularity and Printing
were highlighted as areas for improvement. I may consider optimising the site
pages for printing in the future, but I do not believe the pages highlighted are an
immediate concern at this stage, since I think it unlikely people would print some
of the pages suggested, such as the category page and the café map page.

Initial analytics
As mentioned in the plugin section, I installed Google Analytics via the plugin
Monster Insights. However, the below analysis will primarily refer to the full
Google Analytics account. I set up an IP filter within Google Analytics to prevent
hits from my own IP – though Monster Insights filters hits from admins signed in
to WordPress, I was often testing in other browsers or in an incognito window, so
this seemed a sensible action to get the most accurate data possible.
The plugin was installed on the 26th August, but the analysis will concentrate on
the results from the launch day, 17th September, onwards. Any data from before
this is likely from my testing and feedback sessions.
On launch day, I had a total of 13 users visit, with 14 sessions. Users visited an
average of 5.07 pages, but the overall session duration was low at just under a
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minute. This was lower than I had hoped for, particularly given the length of most
of the content.

Figure 28: the initial analytics capture on launch day.

This was of course only the start, however, and I was pleased to observe some
slow changes taking place in some metrics over time. The below provides an
overview of some of the analytics collected from the 17th September to the 12th
October.

Figure 29: overview of some key metrics from the 17/09/21 to 12/10/21
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Although the average number of pages per session went down, I was encouraged
to see an overall improvement in the average session duration. Whilst users may
be exploring a little less as suggested by the pages per session, they are
potentially taking longer to read through the content. There was an obvious peak
on the 6th October, which was our presentation day.
In this same period, 51.09% of users were on desktop devices, with 47.8% on
mobile (leaving just 1% for tablet). Desktop users’ average session durations were
nearly one full minute longer at 2.54 minutes than those on mobile, but mobile
visitors had a higher average of pages per session (3.87 for mobile, 3.44 for
desktop).
In terms of acquisition, over half of my visitors came directly to the site. Referrals
take up another 21.1% of all visits, and the breakdown shows that these mostly
came from my coursework site. Though it is not a huge percentage, I was still glad
to see that 14.7% of my site traffic came from social media, which was mostly from
Instagram on the fikatrail account.

Figure 30: percentages of channels directing users to the site.
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What I found most interesting from these initial set of analytics was from the page
views report. The homepage holds over 32% of all page views, with the trails
category and café-map pages being second and third respectively. The latter was
interesting to see, as I had maybe expected one of the trail posts to be third, but
the heavily requested café-map page was in its place.
Looking at the full report breakdown for the site content, users spent an average
of 24 seconds on the trail category page, and just over a minute on the café map
page. This makes sense given that the trails category page is an intermediary page
to take users to whichever trail they click on, but the time spent on the café map
page could indicate people were taking their time to read through the listings.

Figure 31: the most popular pages on fikatrail.com

I was glad to see ‘What is fika’ and ‘Quick Guide to Swedish Bakelser’ relatively
high up on the list, at 4th and 5th place respectively. The Behaviour Flow report
suggests that this is largely thanks to their feature on the homepage. However,
this does give me something to think about for the future; should I want to better
promote the trails, I may want to change these featured sections to see what, if
any, impact that has on the analytics.
This report also shows how some users initially clicked on the trails from the
homepage, only to move onto the café map page. This is perhaps not my ideal
user journey, but it’s certainly worthy to note how important or of general interest
this page appears to be to users.
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Figure 32: the behaviour flow diagram.

8. Conclusion
Lessons learnt
Coming into the MA, I had a few personal goals in addition to learning Adobe
Illustrator. I chose this course as much for its design and content planning
elements as I did to learn about the technical aspects of web development, and
part of that was learning to better seek out and respond to feedback. Of course,
not everything is so simple! Below are a few key lessons I learnt from the entire
process:
à

Soliciting feedback from earlier or in-progress work will allow you to
incorporate feedback earlier and potentially more easily. It doesn’t need to
be so scary!

à

However, be aware that some people will struggle to understand work-inprogress and may be confused or focused on what is missing.

à

Speak with people who do and don’t have a background in design or tech.
Those who don’t tend to be freer with their ideas, as they aren’t as limited
by the reality of their suggestions. Those who do can give you good advice
on what is realistic and/or best suited for your circumstances.
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à

Documentation is also not scary! Reading them the first few times whilst
learning the software or language will be confusing, but over time they’ll
likely become your best source of information.

Looking back, I wish I had been stricter with myself for completing certain tasks.
The nature of the MA meant as plans changed, so did the schedule. However, in
the future and in a working environment, I will likely have less freedom to be as
flexible in my own work schedule, and this is something I will need to put more of
a conscious effort into in the future.

The future: phase 2
In considering goals for phase 2 of the site, some are more immediate:
à

Replace the stock photos with my own once I have the chance to return
to Stockholm.

à

Add more trails, perhaps those outside of Stockholm or even Sweden.

à

Consider adding a blog to further encourage repeat visits to the site and
further improve on-page SEO. Given the changes made to my approach
of posts and their categories, this should now be easy to incorporate.

In the longer term:
à

Learn more about Mapbox: adding further functionalities, adding JS
fallbacks, etc.

à

I would like to return to the idea of a dual language site and add that
functionality, whether through the i18n library, or something else. This will
be another learning curve, but this project has given me the confidence
that I can tackle it with time, and I already have the domain for fikatrail.se
in place.

à

Though I wrote about the time-consuming element of the Instagram
account, I’d like to consider other platforms to have in addition to the
Instagram account, such as Twitter. This project has shown me that this will
not necessarily be an easy feat, but to better promote the site and further
my potential audiences, it will likely be required.
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Final thoughts
The journey to the creation and launch of fikatrail.com has been a long, thoughtprovoking process and journey. I am personally pleased to have achieved my
overarching goal of creating a visually engaging site that offers a different take on
visiting Stockholm. Though it feels too early to tell if this site will truly become
popular or useful to its visitors, I’m pleased that feedback so far indicates that
users have genuinely enjoyed the illustrations and content on the site.
My original plans for the site shifted quite a bit during the year, but I believe the
choices I made best fit the overall goals. In some circumstances, I was able to
further my learning in areas I hadn’t expected, such as the finer details of
implementing responsive SVGs, and customising WordPress templates far beyond
my expected basics. Some of the hardest work during the project came from
learning Adobe Illustrator and WordPress theme development, but I’m pleased
that this project has allowed me to become quite comfortable working with both.
I’d like to thank my tutors, classmates, and my surrounding family and friends,
who all helped me complete this project with their advice, support, and
encouragement.
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